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Geometry preserving multi-task metric learning
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Abstract In this paper, we consider the multi-task metric learning problem, i.e., the prob-
lem of learning multiple metrics from several correlated tasks simultaneously. Despite the
importance, there are only a limited number of approaches in this field. While the existing
methods often straightforwardly extend existing vector-based methods, we propose to cou-
ple multiple related metric learning tasks with the von Neumann divergence. On one hand,
the novel regularized approach extends previous methods from the vector regularization to
a general matrix regularization framework; on the other hand and more importantly, by ex-
ploiting von Neumann divergence as the regularization, the new multi-task metric learning
method has the capability to well preserve the data geometry. This leads to more appropriate
propagation of side-information among tasks and provides potential for further improving
the performance. We propose the concept of geometry preserving probability and show that
our framework encourages a higher geometry preserving probability in theory. In addition,
our formulation proves to be jointly convex and the global optimal solution can be guar-
anteed. We have conducted extensive experiments on six data sets (across very different
disciplines), and the results verify that our proposed approach can consistently outperform
almost all the current methods.
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